
Macro, Micro…December 11, 2020 
 
Holiday reflectors: 
 
**My message last week in relation to choice of learning environment may have been a bit 
cryptic.   My apologies.  Straightforward: 
 
    --December 18th - beginning of winter holiday - noon dismissal 
    --January 4 return from holiday 
    --January 15 - END OF FIRST SEMESTER 
    (Although fluid, the 15th would mark a time to make changes in learning environment from 
remote to face-to-face, or vice versa, which would begin on the following Tuesday - January 18th, 
the beginning of the second semester) 
My apologies for any confusion. 
 
**Camelot's annual holiday celebration will take place on Friday, December 18.  the Knights of the 
Roundtable are proud to announce: 
 
Next Friday Dec. 18th we will have Bruce Crevier & family -Champions Forever return to Camelot for 
our kick off to Winter Break Performance.   
    
Bruce is a "Five Time World Record Holder" for spinning basketballs, and has spun as may as "21" 
basketballs simultaneously! Bruce holds the endurance record for spinning one ball the longest 
time...  22 hours and 12 min. without a break!!! Three of these world records were broken on 
national television* in front of millions of people. 
 
The link to watch at 8:15 is:    https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDvMt9AAS5_QTNuSlCCsFTA 
 
Thanks to our fine counselors, Mrs. Stone and Mrs. Seeley for making this a go for this unusual year 
and continue the Camelot tradition. 
 
**Covid update - we had a small spike this week,  Good news, the new CDC guidelines adopted by 
the Board allow our learners and staff a quicker return.  Gratitude as always to all of you who 
continue to be buoyantly comply with the requisite regulations. 
 
**Covid fatigue is real, I understand it.   The numbers are crushing and surreal, 300,000 died, 
millions infected, thousands hospitalized.  I understand.   And it would be easy to give in, just take 
our chances...particularly with a recent light at the end of the vaccine tunnel.  I get it.   This week, a 
few different times, I overheard conversations relenting on some precautions, at school, at 
businesses, out in public.  Yes, in the macro sense, this regression is maybe logical, the numbers 
overwhelm, the scale seems statistically minimal.  Perhaps infecting and affecting those not in our 
demographic or connection.  I understand.  But, many of you have lost someone close - I have lost 
three friends and a relative.   Those are not simple ciphers, they are life absences of sad 
commentary.   They each touched many,  now no more.   One life is too many.   The self-sacrifice to 
pre-curse even one existence is worth the wear and inconvenience.  We must make choices in the 
micro, empathize in the macro.  Look out for the one, in turn protect the many.   That is the kindest, 



altruistic human act.  That is the exemplar for our children.  Keep saving lives.  Do what is necessary 
until it is no longer necessary.  Please. 
 
Loyal and willing servant to the Camelot and Brookings Community - Kevin 
 


